Consigned by Tannor Spittler, Paris, IL

PARTY ON THE LAKE
(Illinois Eligible)

BROWN COLT; Foaled June 4, 2011; Brand 2JB43

By DUNESIDE PERCH p,2,1:50.2 ($160,325) by Cam’s Card Shark p,3,1:50.2
Brother to ABA DABA DOO p,4,1:49.1 ($541,037); half-brother to ELUSIVE PREY p,4,1:51.2 ($778,081), etc. Duneside Perch’s oldest foals are two-year-olds in 2012 including DUNE IN RED (M) p,2,1:55.2, DEBI DUNE (M) p,2,1:57.4, DUNE RIGHT p,2,Q1:59, FLYBABE (M) p,2,2:00.4, ALIYAH MARIA (M) p,2,3:01. The Denman p,4,1:52.

1st Dam
HITTER COLE
p,1:57 ($32,462) by Cole Muffler p,3,1:53.3f. 6 wins. Race timed 1:55.3. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
HITTER MISS
p,3,Q2:03.4; 4,2:02.1 ($4,723) by The Denman p,4,1:52. At 3, race timed 1:58. Dam of only 2 foals.

3rd Dam
FEROCITY ($1,119) by Hot Hitter p,3,1:54f. At 3, third in KYFS at Benton; race timed 2:04.4. Dam of 6 foals, 5 winners. Dam of:

IZZY INC
p,2,1:57; 3,1:57.1; 4,1:54.2 (m, Bossy Ben) ($200,274). 45 wins. At 2, 14 (4-2-3) and winner KYFS at Lexington and Lebanon; second in Review S, at Springfield and KYFS at Bardstown; third in KYFS final at Lexington and KYFS at Sturgis; race timed 1:56.2. At 3, third in KYFS at Lexington and Open at Scioto; race timed 1:53.1. Dam of IZZY REAL p,1:52.2f-'12 ($142,514) and NATURAL BREEZE p,1:56.1f-'12.

LILLIBET
p,3,1:57 (m, Bossy Ben) ($14,841). 12 wins. At 2, second in Hoosier Park LC in only purse start; race timed 1:59.2. At 3, second in KYFS at Lexington and LaCenter; race timed 1:59.2. At 3, race timed 1:57.2.

WILL TUBBIN
p,3,1:58.4f (g, Bossy Ben) ($10,230). 7 wins. At 2, third in KYFS at Lexington and LaCenter; race timed 1:59.2. At 3, race timed 1:57.2.

Been Stagon p,3,2:01.1h (g, Bossy Ben) ($2,070).

4th Dam
FESTIVE MCCO by Romeo Hanover p,3,1:56.1f. Dam of 4 winners, including:

IZZYNILE’S NIKET
p,3,1:59.3f; 4,1:53.4 (g, Icarus Lobell) ($96,826).

GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY
p,2,2:07.3f; 3,2:09.4h; 4,2:00.4h (h, B’s Bunny) ($94,092).

HITTER’S FURY
p,3,1:57.4 (g, Hot Hitter) ($77,435).

ENGAGEMENTS
A. Consigned & Foaled